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In a recent series of papers [2, 3, 51, we presented a fractionalisation of 
the Fourier transform, F which was based upon the non-rigorous work of 
Namias [6]. Our fractional Fourier transforms were defined firstly on the 
Schwartz space S, then extended to the dual space S’ by means of adjoints 
and finally extended to t’(R) by arguments of continuity and density. Here 
we shall de,velop an analogous theory for the Hankel transform H,, on 
L’(R + ) for suitably restricted values of v. 
Once more, the motivation for the theory lies in a formal paper [7] of 
Namias. Therefore we shall begin by reviewing some of the details. 
1. THE THEORY OF NAMIAS 
For suitable functions 4, Namias defined the Hankel transform of 4 of 
Bessel order v by Hq3 where 
He noted that the eigenvalues of H are {einn>FC, with corresponding eigen- 
functions 
I+?;)(X) = xv exp( -x2/2)Lr)(x2), 
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where the Lr’ are the generalised Laguerre polynomials defined by 
Thus, writing H as H, gives 
H,[Y” exp(-y2/2)l~)(y2)](x) = einnxY exp( -x~/z)L!,~)(~‘), 
neN0, x > 0. 
He then defined the operator H, by the eigenfunction equations 
H,[y” exp( -y2/2)Lr’(y2)](x) = einax” exp( -x2/2)Lr’(x2), 
nEN,> x > 0, CCEC 
and noted that H,, represents the Hankel transform while H, is the 
identity operator. Therefore an ccth power of the Hankel transform can be 
defined formally by H,,. 
The next problem was to find an integral representation for H,qi 
Namias obtained 
=C,exp(-gcotE)i: ,exp(-~cot~),,(~),(,,,, (1.2) 
where 
and surmised that (H,cj)(x) tends to 4(x) pointwise as ct tends to zero. 
However, he noted that his discussion lacked full mathematical rigour since 
it did not provide criteria for Hz4 to exist for a given function 4. Therefore 
the expression 
HA-d as cc-+0 
is a limit in a formal sense only. Further problems arise when sin(cc/2) 
becomes zero or negative. The right hand side of (1.2) makes sense only 
when CI # 2nrr, nE 2, and we need to specify which branch of J, we are 
using when sin(or/2) < 0. 
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A more serious difficulty arises over the domain of H,. Namias’s work 
is based upon the assumption that any f E L*(R+ ) can be expressed in 
terms of the eigenfunctions {+!,“},~=, by 
fb) = c LI,yy(x), I, = 0 
where the coefficients a,, are obtained by using the orthogonality property 
of ($r)},“=O. However, {tji:‘} c I,‘(R’) iff Rev 2 -i and for 
orthogonality we need v to be real. Therefore the theory in [7] is valid 
only for such restricted values of v. 
As in the case of the Fourier transform [S], we shall construct a family 
of fractional powers of H which eliminates the ambiguity in Namias’s work. 
Unlike Namias, we shall emphasise the dependence of H on v E R so that 
H, will denote the Hankel transform of Bessel order v and Hz will repre- 
sent an (c+r)th power of H,,. Note, however, that our definition of W,, will 
differ slightly from that in [7] and therefore our fractional powers will be 
different too. 
2. CLASSICAL HANKEL TRANSFORMS IN L2(R+) 
The classical Hankel transform is defined on L’(R+) in the following 
way. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let fEL'(R') and VER with v> - 1. Then we define 
H,f, the Hankel transform off of Bessel order v, by 
where lim denotes the limit in the L’(R+) norm. 
When v 2 - l/2 and fE L’(R+) A L’(R+), H, f may be written as 
Mf)(x)=/= bA"2J,Wfb) & o<x<oo (2.2) 
0 
and the integral converges absolutely for each x > 0. 
The following theorem is standard. 
THEOREM 2.2. When v > - 1, H,, given by (2.1), is a unitary operator on 
L*(R+) with inverse HVP1 = H,. 
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3. FRACTIONAL HANKEL TRANSFORMS IN L2(R+) 
We present the following fractionalisation of H,,. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let fE L2(R + ), c( E R, and v > - 1. Then we define HE f 
by 
x>o, o< lcll <2x, 
where 
A,,,=!sin~~-1’2exp[ii~B-~)(v+l)], oi=sgnfx, (3.1) 
(@f)(x) = Wt”fNx) =f(x), x > 0, 
w:+4nf)(x)= (fcf)(x), CI E R, x > 0. 
The operators (Ht, c1 E R} are analogous to the operators {F,, CI E R} of 
[3]. They are single-valued and it is easy to confirm that Hf” is equal to 
the nth iterate of H, whenever neZ (since this is either H, or the identity 
operator). 
As a consequence of the previous definition and of Theorem 2.2, we state 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. For each c(, v E R with v > - 1, Hz is a unitary operator on 
L2(R’ ) with inverse (Hr)-’ = H;“. 
Prooj Clearly, Hz is a homeomorphism on L2(R + ). Further, if 4 E D + 
(i.e., d, is smooth and has compact support on R+), then the relations 
can be obtained easily from the integral representation of HE (using (2.2)). 
It now follows by continuity and density that 
for each f E L2(R+). Finally, since (Hr)* = H;” by virtue of Definition 3.1 
and Theorem 2.2, we can deduce that H; is unitary for each CI E R. 
We shall now show that Hz satisfies a system of eigenfunction equations 
which is similar to that given by Namias. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For each a E R, 
(H;q5j,“‘)(x) = e”y),l”(x), n~Nc,> I’> - 1, 
where #,, “” is the generalised Laguerre .firnction giuen his 
qy’(.q = ,y’ + l.2 exp( -.u’/2)Lj,“‘(x’). 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof It is easy to check that 4jz”)~ L’(R + ) n L’(R+) iff 2(v + 1) > - 1, 
i.e., v > - 1. When c( =0 or N = 27-c, the result is obvious. Further, from 
periodicity considerations, we need only prove (3.2) for 0 < 1x1 < 2n. 
Moreover, since 
it follows that 
H:d = H,, “4, @L’(R+), O</al<2z 
Therefore 
H,;“&‘= H;,$;‘, 0-c Ial <27c 
so that our proof reduces to the case 0 < CI < 271. Finally, from [ 1, p. 8471, 
and the required result follows. 
THEOREM 3.4. For each ,fe L2(R’ ) and x, p, v E R with v > - 1, 
Hz Hgf = H:+OJ 
Proof: From the previous theorem, it is obvious that when v > - 1: 
H”H”b’“‘= e Y Yn da + 8)&d = H; + “#;‘, cc,p~R, nEN,. 
However, the functions (~jlpJ},~~o f rm an orthogonal basis for L2(R+). 
(This was proved in [S].) Therefore the result follows by linearity and by 
the continuity of the fractional operators on L2(R + ). 
Our next theorem deals with the continuity of HFf as a function of cx 
First, however, we require two simple lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3.5. For each f~ L2(Rf), 
(i) llexp((ix2/2) tan(Q))f(x) -f(x)l12 --) 0 as c( + 0, 
(ii) IlfWos(@)) -f(xNl 2 -+ 0 0s M + 0, 
where 11. (I 2 denotes the norm in L2(R + ). 
Proof. (i) Let feL’(R+) so that lf(x)12~L1(R+). Then 
as a consequence of Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. 
(ii) It is sufficient to prove that for each ~EL~(R+), n,f-f in 
L2(R + ) as a + 1 where A, is defined by 
(kzf)(x) =f(ax), x, a > 0, f~ L2(R + ). (3.4) 
Let f~ L2(R+) and 6 > 0 be arbitrary. Then, since D+ is dense in 
L2(R-+ ), there exists $I E D+ such that Ilf- $ I( 2 < 6. Hence 
II&J-fll2 6 Iluf- $)I12 + IlW - $112 + IW -fll2 
d II&$-$ll2+36 for each a > f 
(since (I~rrgl/2=u~L’2 ljg/(,<2 Ilg((, when ge L2(R’) and a> l/4). 
Now suppose that R > 1 is such that the support of I/ is contained in the 
interval [R-l, R]. Then 
-+O as a+1 
as a consequence of the dominated convergence theorem. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let b > 0 and suppose that for each CI E C-b, b], S, and T, 
are bounded linear operators from L2(R + ) into L2(R+ ). Suppose also that 
for each f E L2(R+)), 
(i) II&f-fl12+0 as cc+O, 
(ii) jl T,f- f I/ z -+ 0 us CL + 0, and 
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Proqf: Let ,f‘~ L2( R + ). Then S, T, .f’~ L’( R + ) also and 
II s, Lf-f’ll2 d II S,( T, ./‘-.I’) II 2 f II s, .f’-.f’ll2 
6 c’ II T, .I‘-.f’II 2 f IIS, .f-.f’ll 2 
and the result follows. 
THEOREM 3.7. For each .fcL’(R+) and v> -1, *+7X 
L*(R+) as a-,0. 
H,, ,f-+H,.,f in 
Proof By definition, 
(fC+W(x)=~,.+.exp (!gtanq); sec(l,dfv exp 2 tan 5 fb 1 (J--I, [ (iY’ “) , j 
0-c JCIJ <71, 
where 1,: L2(R+) + L2(R+) is defined for a>0 by (3.4). Next, by 
Theorem 2.2, 
Q llH,ll I(exp($tan;) H.,g-g!12 
-0 as cI + 0 (by Lemma 3.5(i)) 
for each g E L2(R+ ). 
We can therefore apply Lemma 3.6 with S, = ~sec~r~2~ and 
T, = H,, exp((iv2/2) tan(a/2))H, to obtain 
I ~.~~l-21H,,exp(~tan~) H.g-g~~2+0 as a--+0 
for each g E L’(R+). A second application with S, = exp((ix2/2) tan(ol/2)) 
and T, = lb seccl12jHjv exp((Q2/2) tan(G))H,, gives 
(iexp(Gtani)i . . . . . . ..H.exp(~tan~)..,g-g~~~~, as a+0 
for each g E L*(R + ). Hence, since H,, is a homeomorphism on L2(R + ), 
as cc-+0 
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for each f~ L*(R+) and the required result follows easily since Av,a+n + 1 
as ff + 0. 
The index law now gives us the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.8. For each PER, v> -1, andfeL*(R+), H;f -+Htj’in 
L2(Ri) as u-,fl. 
Proof Let f~ L*(R+), v > - 1, and fl E R. Then, by Theorem 3.4, 
H;f- H{f= HgP”(HE-“+“f- H;f) 
so that 
IlH~f-H~fll,dIlH~~"ll IIH:-"+nf-H~fIIz 
= \lH;-“+“f- H:f\lz (since Ht ~ K is unitary) 
-0 as CI + p (by the previous theorem) 
and the proof is complete. 
We have therefore shown that when v > - 1, {Hz, c( E R} is a C, group 
of unitary operators on L*(R+). Our next task is to find the group 
generator G,: L’(R+) I D(G,) -+ L*(R’) where 
D(G,)={~‘EL~(R+):&~~‘[H;~-~]EL*(R+)} (3.5) 
G,f= ;?. a-‘[Hzf-f], f E D(G,). 
Since (Hz} is unitary, it follows from [9] that G,, = i6, where 6, is self- 
adjoint. 
THEOREM 3.9. For v > - 1, 6, is a self-adjoint extension of the operator 
T,, : L*(R+)D D(T,) -+ L2(R+) 
defined by 
D(T )= (@“‘) Y n ’ 
(T,,f)(x)= -$f”(x)+; x2--2(v+1)+$ f (x)3 
fED(T,), x>O, (3.6) 
where (4:‘) denotes the linear span of {~~)>~=,, i.e., the space consisting 
of all finite linear combinations of the functions d!,“‘, n E NO. 
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Prooj We have seen that G,, is self-adjoint; so we need only show that 
it is an extension of T,. 
Note firstly that D( T,,) is dense in L’(R + ) since {b],“‘i forms a basis for 
L2(Rf) and that 
T,, q5 I:‘ ’ = nd j; ‘, n~No, \!>-I 
by [4, p. 2431. Therefore 
(Tdl;“‘, 4:;‘) = n(&‘, d::;‘,, m,nEN,, 
= m(q5!:‘, qS)L’) (as { dIZy’} is an orthogonal set) 
= (q3;,“‘, T,,&‘). 
It then follows that 
(T,,f, g) = (f, T, g)> for each ,f; g E D( T,,) 
so that T,, is symmetric. 
Next from (3.2), it is obvious that for each n ENS, 
lim M-r0 a-‘[H;~y-ojy] exists in L*(R ‘) and equals indr’. Therefore 
{dr’> c D(G,) and 
G #“‘f= &+” = iT.4’“’ I’ n n I n 3 for each n E No. 
Hence, by linearity, 
G,f=iT,,f for each f~ D( T,,) 
and the required result follows. 
Remark 3.10. H,, T,f’ can be obtained formally by differentiating 
(Ht+“f)(x) with respect to tl E (-71, rc) and then setting c( equal to zero. 
The expression in (3.6) for T, f can then be obtained by applying H,: ’ = H,, 
to H,T,,f: 
As in the case of {Fa} (in [3]), the semigroup properties of the frac- 
tional Hankel transforms can be used to solve abstract Cauchy problems. 
EXAMPLE 3.11. The unique classical solution to the problem 
x2-2(v+l)+-$ y2-b ( >I U, x, tcR+, 
4.6 0) =.0x), fed, XER+, 
u(x, t) E L2(R + ) as a function of x > 0 for each fixed t E R + 
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is given by 
45 t) = (fcf)@), x, teR+. 
Similar problems can be considered by using the methods described in 
[3] (e.g., Romanoff’s method) but we shall omit the details. 
To conclude, let us consider the special cases given by v = - 4 and v = 4. 
Since (by [4, p. 73]), 
J--1,2(x) = $ 
( > 
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sin x, x > 0, 
the classical Hankel transforms IL,,, and Hlj2 are defined on L2(R+) by 
(H_,,,f)(x)= ,‘$% (t)“’ [i co@~)f(v) & 
and 
sin(w) f(y) 4~ 
which are well known as the Fourier cosine transform FCC) and the 
Fourier sine transform I;(‘), respectively. Therefore { HZ,,2, r.t E R) is a 
fractionalisation of PC) and (HT,,, cc E R} is a fractionalisation of F(‘). 
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